Abstract. Vectors are considered whose components are positive integers. Such a vector is called interprimed if the components all contain exactly the same distinct prime factors. A method is provided for estimating the number of such vectors, all of whose components are less than a given bound. These estimates resolve a conjecture of Erdös and Motzkin.
Introduction.
In [1] Erdös and Motzkin raised the question of counting the number of pairs of integers (a, ¡i), 1 S a á i S x, such that a and b have the same set of distinct prime factors. It is proposed that one show that this number is asymptotic to ex, for some constant c. A solution was proposed [2] which contains an error. Applying different methods, we will provide a solution to Erdös' problem as well as more general ones.
More precisely, a vector ia" ■ ■ ■ , am) with positive integral components will be called interprimed iff the a, all have the same set of distinct prime factors. Letting Fj[x) equal the number of such vectors with 1 ^ a, g a, ^ • ■ • ^ am ^ x, it can be shown by elementary methods that (1.1) Fmix) = cmx + Oixm/(m+u + '),
for any e > 0, cm a constant depending on m. The case m = 2 is that of Erdös' problem. The details of the proof will be given for the case m = 2. Apart from a certain amount of notational complexity the method carries over to the general case. Though the method is not pursued here, it should be noted that these problems can also be treated by analytic methods. For example, for the case m = 2 one considers the function $(z, w) of the two complex variables z, w defined by (5) p will always be used as a generic symbol for a prime, and q to denote a squarefree integer.
(6) Qiz, A) = the number of squarefree integers less than or equal z which are divisible by A. Clearly, if A is not squarefree, Qiz, A) = 0. 
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is an immediate consequence of (3.2). Lemma 3.3. Let y and r be given positive squarefree integers such that (7, r) = 1.
Then, for any e, > 0, Noting that y will be squarefree and (7, t) = 1, we apply Lemma 3. We next split the summation so that
We estimate S, first. Applying Lemma 3.2 we have Si = £ -;-;-;-;-r;-£ -¡r id, {sqim,), sq(m2)})
\is»,£ís*'/> V/KjlsqÍOTi), sq(w2)}/ /
We note first that since 2"l " = 0(/' ') the O term is less than
is».sZix>/' {sq(fM,), sq(m2)} g ¿2/3+.' 22 {sq(m,); sq(m2)}_1 and using (3.7) this is 0(x2/3+<). Thus 
